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The problem:

Thoughts from spring 2017 (with Grace Lyo, Stanford): 


There is a lot of ferment in mathematics education at the 
university level, but very few venues for letting the world know. 


Many math departments have a number of regular disciplinary 
seminars, with invited speakers. We’re used to talking about 
what we’ve done in research. We belong to research 
communities. 


Why not in education? The interest group is (presently!) too 
scattered. 




The solution:
Create an online seminar, following the example of Dan 
Isaksen’s Electronic Computational Homotopy Theory 
Seminar.



The result: http://math.mit.edu/seminars/esme

http://math.mit.edu/seminars/esme


The story so far

• Noon Eastern Time, every other Tuesday.


• Started September, 2017.


• 35 presentations so far, featuring 45 speakers from 36 institutions.


• Typical session might be moderated from England, with 
participants from California, Canada, and Lebanon or 
Netherlands. Between 15 and 40 logins.


• Often groups gather locally and participate together. 


• Joined this fall by Tara Holm (Cornell), supported by TPSE Math.



A lasting resource: Here’s a typical page





The Topics: By subject

Calculus


David Bressoud, “A radical approach to calculus”


Angie Hodge, “Inquiry-based learning calculus” 


Matt Boelkins, “Active Calculus”


Steve Bennoun and Tara Holm, “Active learning in            
calculus at Cornell”





Differential equations and linear algebra

Chris Rasmussen, “The Inquiry Oriented Differential 
Equations Project”


Philipp Hieronymi, “Redesigning a large linear algebra course 
- a travel report”


Jen French and Haynes Miller, “Mathematical manipulatives: 
the MIT Mathlets”







Probability, statistics, discrete math

Jon Bloom and Jerry Orloff, “Rolling the dice: flipping an 
introductory probability and statistics class”


Sanjoy Mahajan, “Teaching probability and statistics from 
a purely Bayesian point of view”


Sara Billey, “Incorporating service-learning into math 
courses”





The Topics: Active learning:

David Pengelley, “From lecture to active learning: Rewards 
for all, and is it really so difficult?”


Annalisa Crannell, “Inquiry and engagement in an 
interactive classroom”


Ralf Spatzier, “Inquiry based learning at Michigan”


Beth Burroughs, “MAA’s Instructional Practice Guide: 
Introduction to a new resource”


Alfonso Gracia-Saz, “Ask. Don’t tell.”





The topics: Inclusivity

Darryl Yong, “Active learning 2.0: Making it inclusive”


Ron Buckmire, “Who Does The Math?: Diversity and 
Demographics in the Mathematics Community”


Alissa Crans and Dave Kung, “Rising to the challenge 
of diversifying the mathematics community”




Use of the chat window



The Topics: Programmatic reform

Robin Pemantle, “Active learning at Penn: 2013—2017”


Annoeskja Cabo, “Co-creating interactive online exercises”


Teena Gerhardt, “Transforming the gateway: Redesigning large 
introductory-level courses”






The Topics: Teacher Training

Emily Braley and Robin Gottlieb, “Supporting graduate 
students for successful teaching experiences”


Catherine Snyder, Peter Turner, Seema Rivera, “Educating 
the future professoriate: Summer institute for graduate 
teaching assistants”


Jack Bookman and Natasha Speer, “The college 
mathematics instructor development source: CoMInDS”



Community-building: Modes of communication

The Webpage collects many relevant links.


The chat window offers many ways to communicate:           
It allows


• … private discussions without disrupting the presentation,


• … participants to ask questions of the speaker,


• … or engage in public discussion. 



Other modes: 

• Polleverywhere (Matt Boelkins) 


• Googledoc “think pair share” (Stan Yoshinobu)


• Text messages (Steve Bennoun and Tara Holm)


• After the seminar participants often continue the 
discussion



A facebook question: 

"What are some ways to start off the semester with some real two-way 
communication that can lead to better learning and better teaching? I 
don't have great answers.”


Answer:



Want to start a departmental seminar on  
inclusive teaching?   



The seminar continues! 

Please visit


http://math.mit.edu/seminars/esme


We look forward to seeing you in the spring!


I’ll be happy to add you to our mailing list.


… and we welcome your suggestions for topics or speakers

Thank you!

http://math.mit.edu/seminars/esme

